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KEEP THE TRAPS CHARGED

Replace both the CO² CANISTER and LONG LIFE  
LURE BOTTLE every 6 months regardless of the 
number of kills.

REMOVE OLD CANISTER

Unscrew the current CO² CANISTER from the trap.  
You may experience the noise of any remaining gas in 
the canister escaping – which may cause the canister 
to chill. 

DE-PRESSURISE THE TRAP UNIT

WARNING: Although the canister has been removed,  
it is likely the trap may still be live with one charge in its 
chamber. The trap may still be live until you have de-
pressurised the trap by firing the last charge with a pen 
or twig through the LURE BOTTLE CRADLE at the top 
of the trap. If it does not fire then the trap has run out 
of gas at some earlier point. You must de-pressurise the 
trap before installing the new CO² CANISTER. 

NEW GAS CANISTER

Remove the black cap from the new CO² CANISTER. 
Be careful to keep the thread clean and free of debris. 
Screw the CO² CANISTER in quickly until firm. As  
it screws in, you may hear the trap quietly pressurise 
after the seal is broken. Finger tighten only (do not use 
tools to tighten).

REFRESH THE LURE

While our lures are long life, they will eventually crust 
over or diminish in their scent when exposed to air. 
Therefore, once a month squeeze out the crust that will 
have formed at the LURE BOTTLE’S mouth. To do this, 
remove the SHROUD CAP, unscrew the LURE BOTTLE, 
squeeze out and wipe the crusted lure beneath the 
trap – it still provides a tasty pre-feed to attract rodents. 
With fresh lure now at the bottle mouth, screw it back 
into place. It now smells fresh and tasty again.

 
 

ENSURING ONGOING 
SUCCESS EVERY
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TEST FIRE

Always test fire the trap from above through the  
LURE BOTTLE CRADLE opening. To do so, use a pen or 
twig to push the LEAF TRIGGER sideways.

NEW LURE BOTTLE

To replace the LURE BOTTLE, unscrew the trap’s 
SHROUD CAP and unscrew the current bottle. With the 
bottle cap still on, take the LURE BOTTLE and tap it 
against your palm to bring the LONG LIFE LURE to the 
bottle’s mouth. Then remove the lid, squeeze through 
some lure and wipe it beneath the trap as pre-feed. With 
fresh lure at its mouth, screw the bottle into the trap’s 
LURE BOTTLE CRADLE until firm. Replace the trap’s 
SHROUD CAP.

LURE IS THE KEY!

Any quality, humane pest control device is only as 
effective as the quality of the lure used to attract the 
pest. It is the lure that motivates the target pest to  
enter and activate the trap.

When installed in the A24, the LONG LIFE LURE  
BOTTLE is positioned at the optimum location to 
encourage the pest toward the LEAF TRIGGER,  
which activates the trap.

E.g.
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06/03 06/09 Back of Garden Shed
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